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UNCLASSIFIED//

THIS MESSAGE HAS BEEN SENT BY THE PENTAGON TELECOMMUNICATIONS CENTER ON BEHALF OF DA WASHINGTON DC//DAPE-HRPD-IRPD//

SUBJECT: NEW ARMY SUICIDE PREVENTION PROGRAM WEBSITE NAME

1. THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, G-1 (DCS, G-1), ARMY SUICIDE PREVENTION PROGRAM HAS ADOPTED THE WEBSITE DOMAIN NAME WWW.PREVENTSUICIDE.ARMY.MIL. THE NEW DOMAIN NAME PROVIDES A MORE RECOGNIZABLE, EASIER TO REMEMBER NAME FOR SOLDIERS, LEADERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY CIVILIANS, AND FAMILY MEMBERS WHEN SEEKING INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE FOR HEALTH PROMOTION, RISK REDUCTION AND SUICIDE PREVENTION.

2. THIS INITIATIVE IS PART OF THE ARMY'S CONTINUED EFFORTS TO ASSIST ANYONE SEEKING INFORMATION ON SUICIDE PREVENTION TRAINING, POLICY, STRATEGY AND RESOURCES, OR TO FIND LINKS TO OTHER AGENCIES THAT OFFER ASSISTANCE.

3. THE PREVIOUS ARMY SUICIDE PREVENTION PROGRAM (ASPP) DOMAIN NAME OF HTTP://WWW.ARMYG1.ARMY.MIL/HR/SUICIDE WILL REMAIN ACTIVE AND ANYONE WHO HAS BOOKMARKED THE ASPP WEBSITE WILL CONTINUE TO HAVE ACCESS TO THE SITE.

4. FOR ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE, PLEASE CONTACT THE ARMY SUICIDE PREVENTION PROGRAM, 703-571-5572 OR G1SUICIDE@CONUS.ARMY.MIL.

5. THIS MESSAGE HAS BEEN APPROVED BY THE DCS, G-1.

6. THIS MESSAGE WILL EXPIRE 30 JUNE 2011.